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Executive summary
• The stage is set for further strong investment performance, following an
exceptional 2014
• Investors reap the benefits from property’s significant yield premium over bonds
• Office and industrial rents to see strong growth; retail rents to rise following years
of weakness
• Central London’s strong performance to continue in the near term, but other parts of the
country catching up or even overtaking in terms of returns
• Business space investment properties to lead, but retail showing signs of improvement
• Active management of good secondary assets likely to drive superior performance given
the pricing of the less risky ‘best’ prime assets

UK economy starts new year in
good health

“Job creation, along with other
investment by businesses, is not only
boosting demand for office space, but is
also giving the economy fresh impetus.”

The UK was the fastest growing member of the G7
group of major advanced economies in 2014, outpacing
even the US. For two full years now, real GDP has
been rising at a quarterly rate in excess of 0.5%, and
the economy seems to have moved back on to a
sustainable path of robust growth1. The memories of
the dark days of recession and economic weakness are
fading and confidence has returned to both businesses
and consumers.

Average earnings are slowly picking up and, for the first
time in six years, are growing at a faster rate than inflation.
Job creation, along with other investment by businesses,
is not only boosting demand for office space, but is also
giving the economy fresh impetus.
Consumers are more willing and able to loosen their
purse strings. The end of 2014 brought, at long last,
strong growth in retail sales, offering a much needed
boost to retailers, some of whom are now considering
dusting off old plans for expansion.

Fig 1: Consumer confidence healthy following years
of weakness
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Monetary policy is expected to remain accommodative,
lending continuing support to the economy and
investment markets for a long time yet. Current
consensus expectations put the first interest rate rise
towards the end of the year, and there seems to be
near-universal agreement that the pace of monetary
tightening will be very gradual.
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Fig 2: Sound economic growth set to continue
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Unemployment has fallen rapidly over the last two
years and, at 1.9 million, has now dipped below 6% for
the first time since the Lehman Brothers collapse over
six years ago.
The last few months have seen rapid declines in oil and
commodity prices, while the cost of food has been pushed
down by supermarket price wars. This has helped to bring
inflation down to just 0.5%2.
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1

All historic economic data is from the Office for National Statistics, unless specified otherwise. 2CPI inflation over the 12 months to December 2014.
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“With real GDP expected to rise 2.6%
in 2015, and quarterly growth rates
in excess of 0.5% continuing into
20163, the outlook for the UK
economy remains healthy, laying
the foundations for improving real
estate market fundamentals.”
With real GDP expected to rise 2.6% in 2015,
and quarterly growth rates in excess of 0.5% continuing
into 20163, the outlook for the UK economy remains
Horizon

healthy, laying the foundations for improving real
estate market fundamentals.

Rental growth spreads through
the sectors
As the economy boosts confidence for occupiers of
real estate, demand for space is growing and levels
of take-up are rising across the UK. Vacancy rates are
falling, particularly for the office and industrial sectors.
Even in the beleaguered retail sector, occupier demand

Strongest rental growth prospects

Weakest rental growth prospects
Offices
Older secondary office space in the regions:
high availability but lack of demand.

Short term

Central London: occupier demand going from
strength to strength with take up high and limited
supply (currently) further supporting rents;
Well-connected locations in the South East;
Prime office space in large and dynamic regional
centres such as Manchester and Edinburgh.

Medium term

Non-core/fringe central London locations
where mix of occupiers is growing, or where niche
sectors are locating in ‘hubs’;
Areas undergoing regeneration and major
infrastructure projects;
Office space in/close to ‘innovative’ cities, such
as Cambridge.

Central London: prospects for further rental
growth beyond this year more limited, held back
by an increased development pipeline;
Business parks outside of the South East:
increased demographic trend of urbanisation
means employers will prefer to locate close to
their staff who favour town centres

Industrials
Secondary markets, where availability of space
is high, and demand is slower to return.

Short term

London and the South East: occupier demand
undergoing a resurgence and supply is tight;
Assets with good transport links in the Midlands’
Golden Triangle.

Medium term

Properties and locations which fit new
requirements, eg e-fulfilment centres and dark
stores on the edges of major urban areas.

Locations with poor transport links;
Assets with out-dated specifications: evolving
occupier requirements render some buildings
obsolete.

Retail

Short term

Medium term
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Central London: strong tourist-driven sales
boosting retailer demand for profitable pitches in
the capital.

Non-dominant supermarkets: sales for the
major chains have been under pressure and
they are reining in expansion plans (except for
convenience store formats)
Off-pitch retail in less affluent areas: facing
weak retail sales/occupier demand

‘Destination draws’: prime pitches in larger
towns and dominant shopping centres,
particularly those aligned with strong leisure and
food/drink offer;
Smaller affluent towns embracing localism:
high streets attracting footfall by carving out
their ‘niche’.

Secondary units/centres offering neither
convenience nor destination appeal: this type of
retail faces an oversupply of space and difficulties
competing on price against e-tail;
High streets that do not adapt and evolve.

Consensus Economics, December 2014.
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has begun to tentatively return amidst limited supply
of prime space resulting from the constrained level of
construction in recent years.

arguably largely over, with some operators already
looking to expand (eg Wickes). We expect rental growth
for the sector to pick up going forward.

Rental growth has been strengthening, and average
rents over the last few months have risen at a similar
pace to that seen in 2006-7. This strength is set to
continue and even amplify over this year as the economy
expands and occupier confidence grows, particularly as
new supply is unlikely to come online for a long time yet
in many markets.

Residential tenant demand has remained strong
across the country, as shown by recent RICS surveys.
We expect rents to continue to rise over this year and
beyond, underpinned by projected improvements in
average earnings, as well as the ongoing shortage of
housing, especially in the South East. Indeed, rental
growth in Greater London should remain a particular
source of strength.

Fig 3: Subdued construction supporting prime rents
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Investors rewarded with very
strong returns from property
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UK commercial property continues to attract very
significant amounts of capital from investors, and
it is not difficult to see why. In addition to steadily
strengthening fundamentals, an income return of
around 6% from UK property is very compelling for
investors who have become increasingly accustomed to
the very low bond yield environment.
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“In addition to steadily strengthening
fundamentals, an income return of
around 6% from UK property is very
compelling for investors who have
become increasingly accustomed to
the very low bond yield environment.”

We expect the all property average rate of rental
growth to hit 4% this year, with rents in some markets
growing significantly faster. For central London offices,
we anticipate rental growth of around 10%, while
offices in the rest of the capital and across the wider
South East should see the annualised rate of growth
exceeding 6%. Regional offices are lagging, but we
expect rental growth to continue accelerating through
this year and into next.

“For central London offices, we
anticipate rental growth of around 10%,
while offices in the rest of the capital
and across the wider South East should
see the annualised rate of growth
exceeding 6%.”
In the industrial sector, demand is strengthening
alongside the economy. This is particularly true for
logistics space as goods are increasingly delivered direct
to consumers thanks to the rise of e-tailing.
In retail, many secondary locations and assets are
still seeing declines in rents as demand for such
space remains weak. However, there are signs that
prime pitches in the larger and more dominant retail
destinations are seeing upwards pressure on rents
thanks to the resurgent economy. Furthermore, the
trend for significant consolidation and downsizing that
the retail sector has seen for many years is now

Even though property yields have moved in over the
last 18 months, the spread over bond yields remains in
excess of the long term historic average.

Spread of property yield above bond yield (%)

Completions (million sq ft)
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Fig 4: Spreads of property yields over both government and
corporate bond yields significantly above historic averages
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With expectations of interest rate hikes being pushed
further into the future, real estate is likely to remain
attractive compared to bonds, with a lot of room for
property yields to move in further.

election in May is one reason to expect less frenetic
property investment activity (and this would likely be
compounded if the election result paves the way for a
referendum on a UK exit from the EU).

Secondary property arguably has the most potential
for pricing to come in from the extremely high yields
which were reached only relatively recently when
risk aversion was at its peak. And, indeed, it is this
section of the market which we expect will increasingly
generate investor attention as risk appetite expands.
This said, we fully expect the better end of secondary
to attract the most interest as some nervousness rightly
remains for the truly risky assets at the weaker end
of secondary.

It is also fair to say that investors are keen to avoid
repeating the mistakes of the past. It may be useful to
compare today to points in previous cycles. While up for
debate, on balance it currently feels more like a 1993style strong recovery for UK real estate, as opposed to a
late 1980s or mid-2000s boom.

Clearly, 2014 was exceptional, with capital growth
well into double digits and total returns close to 20%.
This year we expect to see capital values rise at a very
healthy, albeit more modest, pace. Yields seem likely
to continue moving in, at least for the short term. But
with robust rental growth set to continue into next
year and beyond, the dependence of capital growth on
falling yields will reduce. Investors therefore can expect
solid returns going forward to be more sustainably
driven by rising rents combined with property’s high
income return.
Of course, there is uncertainty surrounding any
forecast of investment performance, but the surprises
can come on the upside as well as the downside.
Over the last 18 months, the performance of the UK
economy and the UK property market, has exceeded
even the most optimistic forecasts made in mid-2013.
Fig 5: Stage is set for further strong (but more sustainable)
performance following an exceptional 2014
IPD All Property total return (% pa)
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“There is no construction and
development boom like the one that led
to the oversupply and market downturn
of the early 1990s, while the investment
market strength today is, thankfully,
largely equity-fuelled compared to the
debt-fuelled run-up to 2007.”
There is no construction and development boom
like the one that led to the oversupply and market
downturn of the early 1990s, while the investment
market strength today is, thankfully, largely equityfuelled compared to the debt-fuelled run-up
to 2007.
Our base case scenario is, therefore, that following the
rocketing performance of 2014, property returns will
come back to earth with a relatively smooth landing,
akin to the post-1993 period rather than the sharp
corrections of the early 1990s and in 2007-09.

Best investment opportunities
for 2015
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Source: IPD Annual Index, M&G Real Estate forecast, December 2014.

So, while, there is the potential for hiccups in the
economy or the property market, it is also possible
that 2015 could be as strong as – or even stronger
than 2014 – particularly if investor capital continues to
pour into real estate at the same pace. In that scenario
we would in time need to start asking how long that
pace can be sustained before the seeds of the next
downturn are sowed. However, we currently believe it
more likely that the pace of yield compression will ease.
The uncertainty generated by the upcoming general
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Investors looking to put money into UK real estate
are competing with a lot of capital trying to access
stock. In this frenetic buying environment, the most
successful investors are likely to be those who have
an edge, either by having the scale and expertise to
properly consider the huge volume of property offers,
or by negotiating off-market transactions and creating
innovative deals with existing owners. Having a strong
reputation and the ability to quickly and efficiently
transact is also an advantage that can enable a purchase
even without bidding the highest price.
Given the elevated pricing for the best quality assets,
investors should consider taking on a little more risk,
either by developing or forward-funding new prime stock,
or by ‘sweating’ non-prime properties through asset
management initiatives such as letting vacant units,
optimising the tenant mix, lease re-gears, or repositioning
the asset through refurbishment. Of course, the risks
should be properly assessed and investors should do
extensive homework before taking on such propositions,
particularly if looking at a weaker location.

“We see greater medium term total
return prospects outside of central
London where yields can compress from
a much higher base and where higher
income returns are on offer.”
In terms of location, central London property has
already seen yields approach record lows or even surpass
them. While rental growth prospects are currently
strong, there seems to be limited room for yields to go
much lower. It is notable that South East offices have
already been outperforming those in central London
for over a year, despite slower rental growth.
We see greater medium term total return prospects
outside of central London where yields can compress
from a much higher base and where higher income
returns are on offer.
Fig 6: More attractive yields on offer outside of
central London

In residential, we expect prime investments in central
London – which we view as having become very overpriced
in recent years – to see weakness in the short-term. This
part of the market may see some softening in yields
over this year, not helped by the much increased rates of
stamp duty now incurred from higher-value properties
and the potential introduction of a mansion tax should
Labour come to power following the general election.
The wider residential market, in contrast, could
see a boost from the reduced stamp duty for less
expensive properties. We expect the remainder of
London, the wider South East and the rest of the
country to see further yield compression over the
course of 2015. This, along with rental growth, should
drive healthy investment performance from the
private rented sector (PRS). Indeed, there seems to be
growing momentum for institutional investment into
PRS, and its evolution into an established sector is
gaining traction.

IPD Office equivalent yield (%)
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“Investors would generally be advised
to stick more closely to prime assets
in retail, as, unlike in offices or
industrials, the higher yields available
for secondary stock are very frequently
insufficient to compensate for the poor
fundamentals and the risks.”
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While we expect central London offices – supported by
strong rental growth – to continue to do well, at least in
the near term, we believe offices outside of this rarefied
market will deliver better returns over the next few
years as a whole. The industrial sector also has strong
return prospects, although the attractive value is being
rapidly eroded as yields are driven down aggressively
by fraught investor demand, particularly in London and
the South East.
Investors are a little more wary about putting their
money into retail assets, where fundamentals have
lagged. While we expect the sector to continue to
underperform in the near term, we could begin to see
some catch-up a year or two down the line, driven
partly by cyclically improving fundamentals, but also
by investors seeking relative value after bidding down
yields elsewhere.
Investors would generally be advised to stick more
closely to prime assets in retail, as, unlike in offices or
industrials, the higher yields available for secondary
stock are very frequently insufficient to compensate for
the poor fundamentals and the risks.

In conclusion
Last year was an exceptional year for property, as it
delivered one of the strongest returns in a quarter
of a century. Whilst we believe the strength of
yield compression will moderate going forward, UK
real estate is underpinned by solid and improving
fundamentals and attractive pricing versus other
asset classes, and we fully expect healthy returns going
forward. As the economic improvement becomes
more entrenched and broad-based, strengthening rental
growth should help to bolster property returns and
reduce the reliance on falling yields to drive performance.
Recent times have also seen a bit more rebalancing in the
strength of the property market. For years central London
has been the star performer, but the health is becoming
much more widespread and the rest of the country
is increasingly catching up with, or even overtaking
the capital. The retail sector is also showing signs of
improvement following a prolonged period of weakness.
So long as investors carefully assess and weigh up the
risks (both to the up and the down side), they stand to
benefit from many attractive opportunities that remain
in UK real estate.
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